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Add sub to the start of each of these words to make a new word: 

1. due  ……………………………….               2.  marine ……………………………………… 

3. conscious  ……………………………….      4.  way ……………………………………… 

 

 

           subdued                        below the soil  

           subway                         under control or quiet                 

           subsoil                          an underground passage 

           subjugate                       to conquer and control    

Write a sentence using each of these words: 

 

………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Sometimes you can add sub at the start of a word.  

sub means below, under or beneath. 

Join with a line each of the words below to their 

meanings. 

substitute submerge subtropical 
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1. The …………………………………………. came on to play after half time.  

2. Jim had a ……………………….……………. wish to beat everyone. 

 3. The cliff face began to …………………………. in the rain. 

4. The skiers endured …………………………. temperatures. 

 

 

substandard  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

submarine: …………………..…………….…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

subterranean: …………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………… 

subvert:  ……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write a sentence using two of the above words: 

...…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

...……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

...…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Adding sub to the start of a word can make it mean 

under or below.  

Fill in the missing words in these sentences. 

subconscious substitute subside subzero 

Find the meanings of these words. 
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1. subdue     2.  submarine      3. subconscious       4.  subway 

           subdued                        below the soil  

           subway                         under control or quiet                 

           subsoil                          an underground passage 

           subjugate                       to conquer and control    

Page 2 

1. The substitute came on to play after half time.  

2. Jim had a subconscious wish to beat everyone. 

 3. The cliff face began to subside in the rain. 

4. The skiers endured subzero temperatures. 

substandard: not as good as it should be, or below average 

submarine: below the water 

subterranean: below the surface of the earth 

subvert:  to secretly undermine or overthrow 

 


